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Bells AI 
Digital Assistant

Meet Bells AI™, a digital assistant who’s ready to join your team. 
Bells uses artificial intelligence to help staff like yours save time with 
data-driven decision making, suggested clinical language and other 
innovations that cut documentation time in half. Bells is that team 
member who makes everyone else happier and more productive. 
Check out some highlights from her resume here:

Accomplishments:
	� Saving Clicks Left & Right: 67% Average Note Writing  
Speed Improvement

	� Better & Faster Note Writing: 84% Average Time Gained from 
Session-to-Sign

	� Quicker Billing Turnaround: Over 2.2 Days Faster Reimbursement

	� Improve Claims Submission & Acceptance: 16% Average Claims 
Increase per Provider

	� Increase Staff Capacity: 5.2 Hours Saved per Staff per Week 

Assisted Data Capture
Bells is an expert at saving your staff clicks! Regardless of what  
device they use (or even without internet/cell connection), Bells  
can get important info out of their heads and into the system  
quickly and easily.

Data Accuracy 
Does your staff forget key clinical elements or other important info 
when they’re documenting? No worries. Bells helps check for good, 
accurate clinical language, and for critical elements like Active Dx, Tx 
plan goals/objectives and session time. Plus, she corrects spelling and 
grammar along the way.

Validations & Recommendations
Bells catches potential issues upstream by helping staff in the moment, 
allowing the billing team and note reviewers to focus on more important 
things than cleaning up mistakes. 
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Supervisor Support
Bells helps detect copy-and-pasted notes, 
overlapping services and other potential 
issues that your QA/QI team currently looks 
for manually. She also highlights Admin & 
Supervisor Dashboards, coaches staff on 
Unsigned Notes and automatically sends 
encouragement on work completed.

Rolling out Bells to our team felt like Christmas 
morning! As an agency we had a goal to cut 
our documentation time down by 50% and it 
has surpassed our expectations.” Jennifer, CEO

“When we introduced Bells to our team, it was 
like I brought 20 puppies into the room! They 
love it.” -Brandie, Director of Operations

“I wish I could’ve had Bells when I was seeing 
clients and writing notes!”  
-Various supervisors and administrators 
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